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The Power of plants

Monica Vachery (www.MONICAVachery.COM), a holistic lifestyle coach, introduced used to the

concept of biofield.  this biofield energy has different colors and spreads out to 2 feet.

Have you ever felt more connected to one person versus another? That is because both of

your energies are probably on a similar level. Energy is how plants and humans also connect.

This energy that surrounds all living beings is called biofield. Science has recently proven that

these energy structures are real and scientists at the National Institute of Health have labeled

them as biofields or bioplasma. 

energy transfers from plant to

human when hand is brought

close to it.  in this image, you can

see "pink" around human hand and

the person experienced gratitude,

love and joy. 

This evidence shows us that plants can increase happiness in humans and can even prevent headaches,

stress, and sickness by releasing their positive energies into the biofields of humans! Some more of

the benefits are lowered blood pressure, improved concentration, and productivity, and improved

air quality. 

So in addition to having plants outside, bring them inside your homes also. Grow the plants in

groups instead of alone so they can raise each other’s positive energy. Give them love and gratitude

by talking to them and touching them to help increase their energy and yours.

Some good plants to raise in your house are snake plants, pothos, dracaenas, and peace lilies. 

As the hand backs away,

the plant's biofield

follows the hand. This

signifies that the plant

was giving the hand its

energy. 

 green = life force, 

orange = positive energy,

 pink = gratitude, love

and joy.
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2.

3.

when baby plant comes

in close proximity of an

adult plant, it's biofield

energy expands

http://www.monicaverma.com/


Amna's dream has always been to be a pharmacist, but unfortunately, life had different plans for her. During the last year of

high school, she spent 4 months in the hospital due to kidney disease. As a result, she could not complete the requirements to go

to pharmacy school in a timely manner and was forced to switch her major to literature. She has now fully recovered and is

in the second semester in university. 

How she gives back?

In addition to studying, Amna volunteers as an ambassador and buddy for edSeed, a VIP.fund project that crowd-funds for higher

education for youth impacted by conflict. She supports other students in the camp by helping them with the onboarding process of setting

up their crowd-funding campaigns for their education, which is incredibly hard and rare to obtain in refugee camps. Statistics show that

only 3% of refugee children are able to get an education and they are often at the mercy of outside funds. Amna is one of them and she

helps young students with their education in various ways such as tutoring them in English, mathematics, and Arabic. Amna receives

funding assistance for her education through the Ammar Al-Shami Fund, founded in honor of VIP.fund board member Rasha Ajyalyaqeen's

late son who had a passion for learning.

her motivation:

Occasionally, foreign companies fund proposed innovative ideas to help improve living conditions at the Za'atari camp; Amna came up with

two such ideas that helped save lives at the camp. In tenth grade, she noticed that a large number of fatalities were caused by truck

drivers driving too fast that could not see children on the road due to the size of the vehicles. To fix this problem, Amna thought that

having speed bumps on the roads would ensure that trucks would have a mechanism to slow down; this solution was implemented and

saved many lives. Amna also came up with a solution of having the electrical wires be installed on top of poles to ensure the safety of

everyone in the camp from electrocution. Even though what Amna implemented in the Za'atari camp may seem small, it made a monumental,

lasting impact on the lives of others. 

Her advice: Even if there is something small you would like to change in the world, you should take the opportunity because it could be

the difference between life and death for someone. 

To learn more about Amna and to support her education, please visit her student campaign at https://www.edseed.me/campaigns/amna-

abdulrhman-abu-kharoub-1/. 

Youth Highlights
Featuring Amna Abu Kharoub

Amna Abu Kharoub is a 1st-year student majoring in English literature at Zarqa

University. She is a 20-year-old Syrian refugee living with her family in the

Za'atari camp in Jordan after they fled their beloved Syria in 2014, due to the

war. Za'atari camp, established in 2012, is home to many Syrian refugees after the

war and is located close to the Syrian/Jordanian border.
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https://bonus-links.com/s/?q=road
https://www.edseed.me/campaigns/amna-abdulrhman-abu-kharoub-1/
https://www.edseed.me/campaigns/amna-abdulrhman-abu-kharoub-1/
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https://bonus-links.com/s/?q=literature
https://bonus-links.com/s/?q=University


plant activity

Name, sing, and talk to your plant to

connect with and send love to your plant.

take care of your plant by Following the

care instructions for the plant. 

Step3:Care

1.

2.

Step1: adopt
find a plant you can adopt

 (you can use one form your home or

adopt one from the store)

step2: plant
collect water bottles, milk cans, boxes

and other throw away items. use them to

create a pot for your plant

 

 

Send us a picture at

contactus@empowerandhelp.com



your response
What do you do to save our planet?

Pick up litter from the ground and put  

 it in trash. 

- Neev Gupta, age 8

Respect nature and don't

pollute the ocean 

- Veda Shah, age 7

Put garbage into trash cans. 

- Dilini Gamage, age 7

Recycle glass and plastic

bottles. 

- Celina Bhatt, age 13

Stop global warming by using

renewable energy

. - Aniket Gupta, age 10

Plant new trees.

 - Sanka Gamage, age 8

Plant trees and conserve

water.

 - Simran Singh, age 11

Drive electric cars.                     

- Shaan Singh, age 14

Use stainless steel straws, instead of

plastic straws.

 - Ishaan Verma, age 11

Help endangered species of animals.

- KaIRAV Shah, age 10

 Pick up trash from the ground and

don't litter

. - Anjali Verma, age 6

Enrollment for 2021 Global Challenge is now open. Click here

for details.
 

Enrollment for 2021 Summer Ambassador program is now open.

  Click here for details.

1.

Announcements

Plant more, stop littering,

polluting water and air.

- ARYA liyanapatirana, age 8

https://empowerandhelp.com/about-global-awareness-challenge/
https://empowerandhelp.com/ambassadorprogram/

